
H
istorically, Cyprus has deep-running ties to
the UK; it was under British rule for almost a
century and English is practically its second
language. And while the weather and cuisine

of the UK and Cyprus share few similarities, both have
food and drink industries that are bolstered by small,
family-run, artisan businesses. When SF's Natasha Lovell-
Smith was offered the opportunity to tour the
Mediterranean island, she jumped at the chance to meet
the individuals behind its remarkable food culture.

A rich history
Halloumi cheese is without doubt Cyprus' most famous
export – its distinctive texture and salty flavour has proven
increasingly popular with British consumers over the past
decade and it's also a key player in the flourishing
vegetarian market. However, as anyone who has visited
the island will know, there is far more to its cuisine than
this single product. 

A great place to start when exploring any country's
food heritage is to find out which
items have protected food names.
At present only Loukoumi
Geroskipou – the Cypriot Delight –
has EU protection, though
Halloumi and Koufeta Amygdalou
Geroskipou (sugared, roasted
almonds) are in the process of
approval. Aphrodite Delights Ltd,
based in the pretty village of
Geroskipou on the west coast,
is renowned for its
Loukoumi and has been
producing the sweet
delicacy since 1895. 

“The thing about
Cypriot food businesses is
that they are very family

orientated,” starts George Gabriel, managing director. “For
us, it's extremely important to maintain traditions going
through the years. Keeping them 'in the family' ensures that
the flavours that our ancestors developed are not forgotten.”
Aphrodite Delights is a prime example of a traditional
business that has evolved with the times; for over 100 years
it operated from the same site, but moved to a high-tech
purpose-built factory in 2007 to meet the growing demand
for its products.

However, the recipe, ingredients and production process
remain the same. “The base of our Loukoumi is still made
from just three ingredients – sugar, corn starch and citric
acid. It's a very pure, simple product, which is what Cypriot
cuisine is all about,” says Mr Gabriel. A number of different
flavours are then added to the base during the last few
minutes of the cooking process – these range from rose and
bergamont to vanilla and orange. Nuts and chocolate can be
also added to the mix and the company sells around 45
different flavour combinations.

The Loukoumi received Protected Geographical
Indication (PGI) in 2008, but has it made a difference to
sales? “It has certainly garnered us more attention overseas,
particularly in the UK where we export various varieties of the
product for speciality stores to sell. The application process
was long and quite complicated, but it was certainly worth
the effort we put in. Having the recognition of the EU gives
us a lot of prestige and will hopefully encourage consumers
to sample the other delicacies we have to offer too,” explains
Mr Gabriel.

A more unusual speciality made by Aphrodite Delights is
Soutzoukos, also known as grape rolls. To make them, long
strings of threaded almonds are dipped repeatedly into a
heated mixture of must, rose water and mastic so they are
slowly coated. “These are incredibly popular locally – you'll
find them in pretty much every Cypriot house,” says Mr
Gabriel. “The rolls are sweet, but don't contain any added
sugar, so are a really wholesome alternative to chocolate or
biscuits. I can definitely see them being a hit in the UK,”
he adds. 
Website: www.aphroditedelights.com

Liquid gold
Cyprus may not be as renowned for its extra virgin olive oil
as, say, Greece or Italy, but things are certainly changing.
While tiny farmers have been selling their oil locally for
centuries, the export market has struggled simply because
they haven't been able to make enough. However, Lanitis

Farm, which also produces citrus fruits, is in
the process of bringing together several
small organic olive growers – who will

combine their oil to sell abroad. 
“At the moment the situation is this:

Lanitis Olive Groves Ltd, a subsidiary
company of Lanitis Farm, makes too much
oil to sell locally, but not quite enough to

export in any great quantity,” explains
Evangelos Georgiou, general manager of the

farms. “We produce around 40 tonnes of olive oil, and
around ten tonnes of that will be excess that we'd export to
the UK or the rest of Europe. Ten tonnes is about 20,000
bottles, which sounds a lot, but that's just one container on
a ship,” he continues. “In the past, overseas buyers have
loved our oil and asked for five containers of it, but we
haven't had enough product to meet demand.” To combat
this, the company has joined forces with two other organic
olive oil producers in the region, which have similarly high
standards when it comes to quality. They will pool their
excess from this year's harvest, and the oil should be
available for British retailers to stock early in 2012.

Lanitis Olive Groves, like many Cypriot olive oil makers, is
dedicated to using time-honoured growing and pressing
techniques. The grove is situated in the heart of Alectora
village, where the micro-climate is ideal for cultivating special
Greek-style Koroneiki olives, which are picked by hand every
season. “The amazing thing is that you could plant the exact
same variety of tree in two different places and get
completely different olives because of the land and climate.
The soil in Alectora creates particularly aromatic olives, which
makes our oil so distinctive,” says Mr Georgiou. 
Website: www.farm.com.cy

Herbal remedies 
Another product the island has a rich history of producing is
herbs; indeed, Cypriot oregano is said to be one of the most
overwhelmingly fragrant and flavoursome types available.
S.J.M. Lazarou Ltd – a farm located in the remote central
village of Korakou – has taken advantage of this reputation
by cultivating over 200 different species of fresh herbs.
Originally set up by botanist Yianoulla Lazarou more than 20
years ago, S.J.M. Lazarou is now one of the biggest herb
farms on the island and exports a massive selection of
herbal teas and essential oils to countries such as the UK,
Russia and USA.

Today the company is headed up by Mrs Lazarou's son,
Filaktis, who is keen to champion the healing properties of
the country's herbs. “The speciality tea market is really
booming at the moment,” he starts. “Not only do herbal teas
taste great, but they can be used to sooth numerous
ailments.” Indeed the producer sells around 70 special loose
tea blends to help with problems such as indigestion,
nausea, insomnia and anxiety. “We've been stocking
pharmacies in Cyprus for 20 years, so people know they
can trust our products,” says Mr Lazarou. 

The variety of unique Mediterranean herbs available
is quite astonishing; for example, the company cultivates
six types of ortica – a kind of nettle – for various
different purposes.

All the herbs are picked by hand and farmed in a natural
way, using no chemicals or pesticides. “It's a great deal of
hard work and, of course, all of our products go through
intensive microbiological examination before they go on the
market, but we like to do things the old fashioned way and
leave nature to it as far as we can,” he adds.
Website: www.cyprusherbs.com.cy

Fresh and fragrant 
Every May the village of Agros, situated within the sweeping
Troodos Mountains, comes alive with celebrations of its local
flower, the Damascus rose (rosa damascena). During the
month, rose-growers pick around half a million rose buds in
the early hours of morning while the leaves are still damp
with morning dew. Visitors and tourists flock to see the
spectacle, and there is even a week-long festival to celebrate
the harvest.

Artisan businesses in Agros – known as the Rose Village
– have a long tradition of making rosewater from the flowers,
and one of most renowned of these producers is Chris N.
Tsolakis Ltd. The company was established in 1948 when
local resident Nicodemos Tsolakis started its own rose
plantation in the village and started producing his own rose
water. In 1987 his son Chris took over and diversified
production to include rose brandy, liqueur and wine, as well
as cosmetics.

“The rose wine is particularly special,” begins Mr
Tsolakis. “It doesn't actually contain any rosewater, but we
infuse the drink with the flavour of flowers by planting our
cabernet sauvignon grapes next to the rose bushes. The
bees then transfer the flavour and aroma through pollination,
so it's an entirely natural process.” The wine, brandy and
liqueurs are all proving popular with Cypriot expats in the UK.
“There isn't anything else quite like this on the market in
Britain, so they are ideal for stores looking to offer a point
of difference.” 
Website: www.rose-tsolakis.com

Sweet inspiration 
Just down the road from Chris N. Tsolakis is Niki
Agathocleous Ltd another small family company that utilises
the region's prized flowers. The company, also known as
Niki Sweets and run by Niki Agathocleous and her family,
uses  Damascus roses to make an unusual type of fragrant
marmalade. “It has been made in Agros for a hundred years
using just sugar, lemon juice and rose petals,” says Mrs
Agathocleous. “I started making it at home using my

Unwilling to compromise on taste or
quality, artisan Cypriot producers have
lots to offer to similarly minded British
retailers. SF takes a tour of the island to
sample its numerous delicacies
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grandmother's recipe, but it became so popular that we
eventually had to open a dedicated factory, as well as a
shop to cater for all the passing visitors we get in the
village.” As well as being delicious on toast, it is a traditional
remedy for constipation.

In the UK the trend for only using local, seasonal fruits
in food is becoming increasingly popular, but in Cyprus this
has always been the case. The company uses the island's
bounty of fresh ingredients to make a wide range of spoon
sweets –  fruits and vegetables that have been preserved in
syrup and are historically served on a spoon. “Cypriot
housewives would offer these sweets to visitors as a
gesture of hospitality, and the tradition still continues today,
though they have numerous other uses,” says Mrs
Agathocleous. Flavours available include cherry,
watermelon, quince, aubergine, carrot and pumpkin,
though the company's best seller is walnut by a long
margin. “I think this is because the flavour and texture is so
unusual. You'd expect a walnut to be hard, but we preserve
them when they are still green and quite soft and yielding,”
she says. 

The British climate means that many UK producers are
forced to source more exotic ingredients from abroad, but
the wide variety of locally-grown fruits on offer in Cyprus
means Niki Sweets doesn't have to import a thing. “We
have so much amazing stuff on our doorstep, there's
no need to go anywhere else,” she adds. The
provenance of the company's products is certainly
proving a hit with British buyers, and many are also
positioning them as alternatives to dried fruits, for
use in Christmas and ordinary 
fruit cakes. 
Website: www.nikisweets.com.cy

Nature's bounty 
Mediterranean desserts are known to make heavy
use of honey, so it's no surprise that Cyprus
produces some of the finest available. Assia Mare
Ltd’s brand Mellona is relatively new to the industry,
launching in 2008, and combines traditional raw
ingredients with modern innovations. “The island has a
very unique variety of native flora, such as orange flowers,
eucalyptus and lavender, and this gives our honey a very
special, floral flavour,” explains Stelios Stylianou, sales
manager at Mellona. The company sources honey from
bee-keepers in  Paphos and Fasouri and uses high-tech
machinery to mix it with local flavours such as hazelnuts,
grapes and almonds.

“On supermarket shelves you will often find crystal
clear, smooth honey, but this isn't its natural form,” explains
Mr Stylianou. “This commercial honey, as I call it, will have
been pasteurised to make it translucent, but we prefer to
use the raw variety that's thicker and more flavoursome.”
Blended honey is a relatively unique product to enter
the market, primarily because the process involved is
so complex. “The texture of honey is so dense that if you

simply add another ingredient it will eventually rise to the
top. We spent about three years developing a machine that
would allow us achieve an even consistency.”

The team at Mellona has also taken the opportunity to
blend its honey with one of the country's most successful
exports – carob. This ancient crop has a slightly sweet taste
when dried or roasted, and is now used all over the world
as a more wholesome alternative to chocolate. “At Mellona
we blend our raw honey with carob syrup and it works
incredibly well in all sorts of dishes – you could mix it with
balsamic vinegar to make a dressing or even eat it with
cheese and biscuits,” says Mr Stylianou.

The producer currently exports to Germany, Greece,
the USA, Denmark and France, and is on the look out for
speciality food buyers in the UK. “We're currently in talks
with Whole Foods Market in London, which is very exciting.
I think the fact that we only use a few local ingredients to
make a genuinely unique product should really appeal to
British consumers,” he adds. 
Website: www.mellona.com.cy

Chocolate with a difference
Another innovative producer that makes use of authentic
local flavours is Platres Chocolate Workshop Ltd, run by
trained British chocolatier John Adams and his Cypriot wife,
Praxi. The duo originally moved from London to Cyprus to
retire, but, upon noticing a gap in the market for good
quality, handmade chocolates, they opened a chocolate
factory and shop in the mountainous village of Platres.
“There are some incredibly exciting little producers and
growers working in the village and we struck upon the idea
of using their ingredients to make our chocolates,” says
Mrs Adams. 

The company uses specialities such as black cherries,
Commandaria dessert wine, preserved oranges and
Zivania, a local spirit made from grapes, to fill thick
chocolate cups, made from single origin South American
cacao beans. “One of our most exciting inventions is our
Flava Chocolates, made using royal jelly,” she explains. “It's
a bit like very thick honey in texture. Worker bees naturally
produce the jelly to feed their queen bee and it's frequently
used in cosmetics and as a dietary supplement. It's said to
boost the immune system, alleviate anxiety and increase
energy – locals around here also swear it's an aphrodisiac!”

Aside from selling confectionery in their shop, Mr and
Mrs Adams run chocolate-making workshops, take
commissions from other businesses and are looking for
franchise opportunities around the country. “Having lived in
London for many years, we are both very familiar with the
UK's confectionery industry. Modern British consumers are
increasingly looking for delicious chocolate that is also good
for you, and this is exactly what we do,” adds Mrs Adams. 
Website: www.cypruschocolate.com

Salty seasonings 
During the first half of the twentieth century, Larnaca's salt
lake was mined extensively for local use; among the salt
companies that emerged was the M.G.P. Cyprus Salt Co
Ltd. However the mining was halted in 1987, due to
dwindling quantities, and the lake is now a Special
Protected Area. So, carrying on the local tradition of
grinding and packing salt, the company imported the raw
ingredient from abroad, and continued to sell it to both local
and international businesses.

Since then, the salt industry has developed massively
and in 2001 the producer noticed a gap in the market for
premium Mediterranean salt flakes, made on the island
using its abundance of seawater. The flakes – which are
similar in texture to Maldon Sea Salt – resemble crystal
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pyramids and are made with no additives or extra
chemicals. “I've seen the trend for 'purer' seasonings
develop all over the world – from Russia to Sweden,” starts
George Iacovou, manager of the company. “Consumers
want salt that hasn't been processed and tastes as natural
as possible.”

The company's salt flakes have been such a success
that it recently started producing a range of flavoured salts
for the speciality sector; varieties include lemon, rosemary,
sea weed, garlic, chilli and smoked. “Buyers around the
world like the flavours so much that they started ordering
bespoke flavours such as wild garlic and wild mushroom,”
says Mr Iacovou. A recent addition to the collection is a
kind of black salt that's infused with charcoal. “This has
proven incredibly popular in America, because charcoal is
supposed to be good for the digestive system. There are
so many different flavours out there, we're always looking
for new combinations to try,” he adds. 
Website: www.sailorsalt.com

Traditional appeal
The IFE food show, held earlier this year in London, saw
various Cypriot food producers displaying their fare for UK
buyers to browse. The Three Bakers Ltd – an artisan
bakery company based in Nicosia – attended the event
and its selection of traditional specialities with a modern
twist were very well received. “We make ready-made
versions of the sort of dishes people in Cyprus eat every
day,” says Christina Mavrohanna, manager of the company.
“Many of the visitors at the show were unfamiliar with our

products, but they really embraced them.”
The company makes a wide range of sweet and

savoury specialities, from Halloumi-filled ravioli and
traditional pork meatballs to Ladies Fingers (pastry

filled with ground almonds and cinnamon sugar)
and Satzi Pies (a kind of thick pancake filled
with ingredients such as honey, chocolate and
strawberries). “Consumers who have visited
Cyprus will have tasted these dishes, but
might not know how to make them at home.
The fact that our products are frozen and
ready-to-use means they can recreate the
dishes from the comfort of their own kitchen,”

she explains. 
The Three Bakers is currently trying to

expand its business in the UK speciality market
and Mrs Mavrohanna believes Cypriot producers

have a great deal to offer independent stores. “We're
slowly but surely carving a real niche in the marketplace.

Customers want quality, provenance, authenticity and, most
importantly, flavour – and we can offer all of this in
abundance,” she concludes. 
Website: www.thethreebakers.com

Something new
It's safe to say that Cypriot food is an untapped resource in
the UK. While Italian, French, Spanish and Greek fare has
been present in British independents, supermarkets and
even restaurant chains for years, food from Cyprus remains
relatively undiscovered. Considering the fact that delis and
farm shops are always on the look out for foods that will
differentiate them from the multiples, retailers should stock
up on the island’s delicacies to offer a point of difference.
Indeed, while consumers will be familiar with Halloumi and
Cypriot wine, there is an incredible amount of other local
specialities on offer.

The fact that Cyprus has such a close-knit community
of small, family businesses goes some way to explain why
there is such a large concentration of quality artisan food
companies. From olive growers to preserve makers,
producers on the island often work on a small scale, only
using fresh, regional ingredients that are close to hand. The
local food movement has caused something of a food
revolution in the UK, but in Cyprus, the focus has always
been on what is seasonally available. British consumers
love to hear the 'story' behind an ingredient or cuisine and
Cypriot producers – with their rich heritage and delicious
flavours – certainly have plenty to say.
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